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OUR MISSION IS TO IMPROVE, ALWAYS

PRODIM GROUP
Our mission is to improve, always!
The Prodim Group is an international organization working from locations in Helmond (NL) and Ft. Pierce, FL (USA).
Prodim Group’s companies share the same mission and dedication to develop and provide products and services
to industrial manufacturers that improve their business processes.

Prodim International BV

Prodim USA

IMPA Precision

Phone: +31 492 579050
info@prodim-systems.com
Lagedijk 26, 5705 BZ Helmond, The Netherlands
www.prodim-systems.com

Phone : +1 888 229 3328
info@prodimusa.com
7454 Commercial Cir. Fort Pierce, FL 34951, USA
www.prodimusa.com

Phone: +31 492 477175
info@impa-precision.com
Buitendijk 3, 5705 CD Helmond, The Netherlands
www.impa-precision.com

COMPLETE DIGITAL TEMPLATING SOLUTIONS
Professional dimensioning
for production improvement
A striking example is the self-developed and patented Proliner by Prodim.
The Proliner is a portable digital measuring tool positioned between a Tracker
and CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine). Measurements can be exported
as CAD drawings for production, control and design. Proliners are used
for many different applications in multiple branches.
To get the most out of the Proliner measurement data Prodim
has developed software solutions adapted for each industry.
Varying from embedded Proliner software to Prodim desktop
software enabling manufacturers to digitize their production
processes. In addition Prodim offers special tools for different
industries like the Prodim Plotter and Procutter.
Due to the constant focus on providing manufacturers
tailored solutions for improving their business processes
Prodim has grown to be a leading expert in
complete digital measuring solutions.

PROLINER DIGITAL MEASURING DEVICE
Patented measuring technology

PRODIM SOFTWARE
Self-developed industry software solutions

PRODIM PLOTTER
Extra tools to be able to offer complete solutions

IMPA PRECISION
Experts in precision manufacturing and assembly
IMPA Precision is a machining company specialized in the manufacturing and assembly
of custom precision parts and prototypes. Parts are produced in singles or series.
IMPA Precision uses a modern machine park, including 5-axis and 3-axis CNC milling
machines, a robot cell, CNC turning machines and wire EDM machines operated by skilled
craftsmen. Integrated quality control and short lead times make IMPA Precision a reliable
partner for the professional industry.

Small series and single
pieces, large and small,
from simple to very
complex

3-AXIS AND 5-AXIS CNC MILLING IN
COMBINATION WITH A ROBOT CELL

TURNING MACHINERY WITH DRIVEN TOOLS

EDM MACHINERY OPERATED BY SKILLED
CRAFTSMEN

CO-DEVELOPMENT
Partner in development and marketing
of technical solutions
Prodim supplies worldwide and has many years of international experience in introducing
and marketing of products and services. Besides exhibiting at fairs all over the world Prodim
has built an extensive international network for various lines of business.
This experience combined with Prodims’ in house resources and knowledge of product and
software development is also available for companies looking for a partnership in
co-development.
UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE, KNOWN WORLDWIDE

EXHIBITING ALL OVER THE WORLD
Marmomacc Stone Fair, Verona, Italy

EXPERIENCE IN MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES
Metalloobrabotka, Moscow, Russia

EXTENISIVE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
China Glass, Beijing, China

OUR MISSION IS TO IMPROVE, ALWAYS!
To improve us, you, our processes, your processes,
our organization, your organization.
To do so requires an open mind and readiness to accept criticism,
to accept that we are not perfect, but always aspire to be.
Not to judge, but to improve,
continuously; everywhere.
Because we believe the only way to provide value to our customers,
the community and ourselves is to improve.
Join us,

PRODIM GROUP

Visit our website for more information and videos: www.prodim-systems.com
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